
 Top Ten Reasons to Restore or Repair Windows 

 

 

 

 

1. Because your windows fit your house. 

Quirky as they might be, your older windows fit your house. Care was taken to match the weight and style of window to 
the building, the trim, etc. They have expanded and contracted with the seasons. With proper weather stripping they can 
be made to fit and seal even better. Replacement windows have a rigid structure that fits within your window openings. 
Old houses move and shift over time and frequently the gaps that open up around replacement windows and the window 
openings result in more drafts than the original windows. 

2. Because you appreciate good craftsmanship. 

The true mortise and tenon construction of antique windows is incredibly strong and even when it begins to weaken it is 
easily repaired. Many unique window shapes were created because of the craftsmanship with wood joinery. Antique 
windows were built to last, to be repaired as needed and to remain in use for as long as the house might stand, not to 
become landfill. 

3. Because you value good materials. 
Antique wood windows are constructed of old growth timber. The wood is more dense and more weather resistant than 
today’s tree farmed softwoods. Delicate profiles are possible because of the density of the wood. The reason these 
windows are still around, even with years of neglect, is because the wood is of very high quality requiring no cladding or 
additional materials to give them weather resistance. Once all the old, cracking paint is removed, your wood windows are 
usually quite beautiful, graceful, and strong. 

4. Because you love the character of antique glass. 

Even the glass in antique windows tells a story. It may be roundel or cylinder glass, each indicating a certain era of 
manufacturing. Old glass has varieties of color and texture that are a delight to the eye. Two layers of glass are better than 
one, and in an antique home that second layer of glass should be the storm window that protects the original window.  

5. Because you think a warranty should be more than 20 years. 

Chances are your windows have done their job for fifty or more years already. Sure, they may be a little creaky and may 
not be as attractive as they once were, but it’s a far better investment to repair a proven performer than to sink money into 
a new window that only has a 20 year warranty at best. With proper maintenance your antique windows will last for 
generations to come. Heck, even without maintenance they may last that long! 
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6. Because you want to avoid vinyl. 

Poly vinyl chloride (PVC) is becoming one of the greatest concerns in the building industry. Not only does the production of 
it create an environmental nightmare, but the gases it emits over time are becoming a concern. In the event of a house fire,  
burning PVC releases toxic amounts of dioxin.  In addition, Lead is used as a stabilizer in the manufacture of PVC.  If you 
are concerned about our planet’s health, and your own carbon footprint, you should read up on efforts to reduce the use of 
vinyl. 

7. Because you want more light. 

Replacement windows are set into the window opening, the sash is smaller than the originals, therefore you get less viewing 
area and less light. Who wants less light? 

8. Because windows are a functional part of your house. 

Weights and pulleys are the best balance systems ever invented. There is a prevalent myth that a lot of cold air comes in 
through the weight pocket.  However, if there is cold air in the weight pocket it’s generally because there is a gap between 
the outside trim of the house and the siding. It may also indicate a poor seal at the floor joists. Replacing easily serviceable 
weights and pulleys with vinyl jamb liners or invisible balance systems means installing a system that has a maximum life 
span of 10-20 years but generally fails in less time. You can’t believe how joyful it is to open and close windows easily with 
one hand when everything is restored to the way it was designed to work! 

9. Because you really can save 30-40% on heating costs. 

According to the Field Study of Energy Impacts of Window Rehab Choices conducted by the Vermont Energy Investment 
Corporation, the University of Vermont School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, and the U.S. Army Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering laboratory, the estimated first year energy savings between a restored wooden window with a 
good storm window vs. a replacement window was $0.60. Yup, less than a buck. In their conclusions section they noted, 
“The decision to renovate or replace a window should NOT be based solely on energy considerations, as the difference in 
estimated first year savings between the upgrade options are small.” Broken glass, failed glazing, no weather stripping – 
these small and repairable items are what really effect energy efficiency in windows.  

10. Because the greenest building is one that is already built. 

Replacement windows are touted as a way to save energy. But when evaluated from the perspective of the entire production, 
shipping, installation and removal process, replacing windows consumes a whole lot of energy, or viewed the other way, an 
older building has a great deal of embodied energy. If the total energy expenditure to manufacture replacement windows is 
considered, then the break even period stretches to 40-60 years.  Sadly, replacement windows often fail long before that 
break even point is reached, whereas historic windows can last for generations.   In the words of Richard Moe, President of 
the National Trust for Historic Preservation “We can’t build our way out of the global warming crisis. We have to conserve 
our way out. That means we have to make better, wiser use of what we have already built.” Restoration work can create up to 
10 lbs of waste, but replacing windows generates around 50 lbs. of waste. Repairs and restoration work are done by local 
craftspeople paying local taxes. They use a minimum of materials and resources and a maximum of labor. Restoring 
windows is the best use of your embodied energy and the best way to support the local economy. 
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Historic windows are among the most impor-
tant elements of a building. Simple repairs and 
routine maintenance coupled with storm win-
dows make for energy efficiency that in most 
cases matches, if not exceeds, the efficiency of 
replacement windows. Workshops throughout 
the region have taught building owners easy 
ways to care for their historic windows. At the 
Woodlawn Museum in Ellsworth, ME, a grant 
from the National Trust for Historic Preserva-
tion helped fund a window repair workshop. 
Photo courtesy of the Woodlawn Museum 

HISTORIC WOOD 
WINDOWS 
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T 
here is an epidemic spreading 

across the country. In the name of 

energy efficiency and environmental 

responsibility, replacement window 

manufacturers are convincing people to 

replace their historic wood windows. The 

result is the rapid erosion of a building’s 

character, the waste of a historic resource, 

and a potential net loss in energy 

conservation. Typically replacement 

windows are vinyl, aluminum, or a 

composite with wood, and none will last as 

long as the original window. Repairing, 

rather than replacing, wood windows is 

most likely to be the “greener option” and 

a more sustainable building practice.  

 Research shows that most traditionally 

designed wood-frame buildings lose more 

heat through the roof and un-insulated 

walls than through the windows.1 A 

historic wood window, properly 

maintained and fitted with a storm 

window, can be just as energy efficient as 

a new window.2 Replacing a historic single

-pane window also may not save you 

much money in the long run. While the 

exact figure will vary depending on the 

type of window installed and whether or 

not a storm window is used, studies have 

found that it could take 100 years or more 

for a replacement window to pay for itself 

in energy savings.3 According to 

information published in a recent Old 

House Journal article, it could take 240 

years to recoup the cost of replacing a 

single-pane window-storm window 

combination with a low-e glass double-

pane thermal replacement window.4 Also, 

a historic wood window can easily last 

more than 100 years, while a new window 

may not last 25. 

 Not every wood window can be 

repaired and there are situations where 

replacement is appropriate. However, 

many historic wood windows can and 

should be repaired, especially if the 

windows were manufactured before about 

1940. Wood windows made before this 
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time were constructed with individual 

parts, each of which can be repaired or 

replaced. The wood itself is denser and of 

higher quality than what is grown today, 

and it is generally more rot- and warp-

resistant than modern wood. 

 These are just some of the practical 

reasons to repair rather than replace 

historic wood windows. In addition, 

repairing the historic window helps 

maintain a building’s authenticity. Once 

original material is removed from a 

building, it is gone forever. There are many 

more benefits to repairing your wood 

windows, so keep reading.                                          

———————————————                                         
1. Rypkema (2006); James et al (1996); Klems 

(2002). 2. James et al (1996); Klems (2002). 3. 

Sedovic (2005); e.g. research by Keith Heberern, 

calculations available at 

www.historichomeworks.com/hhw/education/

windowshandout/windowenergyanalysis.pdf. 4. 

“Let the Numbers Convince You: Do the Math.” Old 

House Journal 35 no. 5 (September/October 

2007). 
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My Windows Are Old and Drafty, Why Shouldn’t I Buy New Ones? 

1. More heat is typically lost though your roof and More heat is typically lost though your roof and More heat is typically lost though your roof and More heat is typically lost though your roof and 
unununun----insulated walls than through your windowsinsulated walls than through your windowsinsulated walls than through your windowsinsulated walls than through your windows. 
Adding just 3 and 1/2 inches of insulation in your 
attic can save more energy than replacing your 
windows.1 

2. Replacement windows are called “replacement” Replacement windows are called “replacement” Replacement windows are called “replacement” Replacement windows are called “replacement” 
for a reason. for a reason. for a reason. for a reason. Manufacturers often offer lifetime 
warrantees for their windows. What they don’t 
make clear is that 30% of the time, a replacement 
window will be replaced within 10 years.1  

3. Replacement windows that contain vinyl or Replacement windows that contain vinyl or Replacement windows that contain vinyl or Replacement windows that contain vinyl or 
PVC are toxic to produce and create toxic byPVC are toxic to produce and create toxic byPVC are toxic to produce and create toxic byPVC are toxic to produce and create toxic by----
products. products. products. products. Installing these in your house is not a 
‘green’ approach.2 

4. If your wood windows are 60 years old or older, If your wood windows are 60 years old or older, If your wood windows are 60 years old or older, If your wood windows are 60 years old or older, 
chances are that the wood they are made of is chances are that the wood they are made of is chances are that the wood they are made of is chances are that the wood they are made of is 
old growthold growthold growthold growth—dense and durable wood that is now 
scarce.  Even high-quality new wood windows, 
except for mahogany, won’t last as long as 
historic wood windows. 

5. Studies have demonstrated that a historic wood a historic wood a historic wood a historic wood 
window, properly maintained, weatherstripped window, properly maintained, weatherstripped window, properly maintained, weatherstripped window, properly maintained, weatherstripped 
and with a storm window, can be just as energy and with a storm window, can be just as energy and with a storm window, can be just as energy and with a storm window, can be just as energy 
efficient as a new windowefficient as a new windowefficient as a new windowefficient as a new window.2 

6. According to studies, it can take 240 years to it can take 240 years to it can take 240 years to it can take 240 years to 
recoup enough money in energy savings to pay recoup enough money in energy savings to pay recoup enough money in energy savings to pay recoup enough money in energy savings to pay 
back the cost of installing replacement back the cost of installing replacement back the cost of installing replacement back the cost of installing replacement 
windowswindowswindowswindows.3 

7. Each year, Americans demolish 200,000 Each year, Americans demolish 200,000 Each year, Americans demolish 200,000 Each year, Americans demolish 200,000 
buildings. That is 124 million tons of debris, or buildings. That is 124 million tons of debris, or buildings. That is 124 million tons of debris, or buildings. That is 124 million tons of debris, or 
enough waste to construct a wall 30 feet high enough waste to construct a wall 30 feet high enough waste to construct a wall 30 feet high enough waste to construct a wall 30 feet high 
and 30 feet thick around the entire U.S. and 30 feet thick around the entire U.S. and 30 feet thick around the entire U.S. and 30 feet thick around the entire U.S. 
coastline.coastline.coastline.coastline.4 Every window that goes into the dump 
is adding to this problem. 

8. With a little bit of practice, it can be easyit can be easyit can be easyit can be easy—and and and and 
inexpensiveinexpensiveinexpensiveinexpensive————to repair and maintain your wood to repair and maintain your wood to repair and maintain your wood to repair and maintain your wood 
windows.windows.windows.windows.5 

9. Not a DIY-er?  There are people near you who can 
do it for you. Hiring a skilled tradesperson to Hiring a skilled tradesperson to Hiring a skilled tradesperson to Hiring a skilled tradesperson to 
repair your windows fuels the local economy repair your windows fuels the local economy repair your windows fuels the local economy repair your windows fuels the local economy 
and provides jobs.and provides jobs.and provides jobs.and provides jobs.1 

10. Historic wood windows are an important part of Historic wood windows are an important part of Historic wood windows are an important part of Historic wood windows are an important part of 
what gives your older building its character. what gives your older building its character. what gives your older building its character. what gives your older building its character.  

———————————                                                                 
1. Rypkema (2006). 2. Sedovic (2005). 3. e.g. Calculations by Keith 

Heberern available at www.historichomeworks.com/hhw/education/

windowshandout/windowenergyanalysis.pdf.    4. Hadley (2006).  5. 

e.g. www.historichomeworks.com  

Wood Window Basics 

A c. 1846 wood window in the former 
Robbins and Lawrence Armory, now 
the American Precision Museum in 
Windsor, VT.  

Meeting Rail or Check Rail (the 
rail where the two sash come to-
gether) 

Muntin (horizontal, vertical, diago-
nal, or curved pieces that frame and 
provide mounting surface for the 
lights) The shape, or profile, of the 
muntin provides a clue to the win-
dow’s age.1 

Sill (exterior, horizontal piece at the 
bottom of the window frame, com-
monly wood, stone, or brick) 
Stool (interior shelf-like board at 
the bottom of a window against 
which the bottom rail of the sash 
rests)  

Rail (horizontal part of sash) 

Stile (vertical part of sash) 

Jamb (the wood that frames the 
window opening) 

Bottom Sash (lower section of win-
dow, typically slides up to open) 

Top Sash (upper section of win-
dow, may slide down to open) 

Using this 12-over-12, double-hung wood window as our example, here are the basic terms used for wood 
window parts. This window is called 12-over-12 because there are 12 panes of glass in each sash. Both 
sashes are moveable so it is called double-hung. If only the bottom sash moves, it is called single-hung. 

Light/lite/pane (glass, held in place 
by glazing putty and metal glazing 
points) 

———————————                               
1. Garvin (2002). 



OLD HOUSE NETWORK TIP SHEET #1 
SASH ROPE REPLACEMENT 

OLD HOUSE NETWORK – www.oldhousenetwork.org – ohn2003@att.net (269-720-0403) 
Video instructions on YouTube.com – search “Simple Steps to Working Windows” for the 5 part 
video (45 minutes)  (rev 03/01/14) 

Sash ropes 
and weights 
hold 
windows 
open. They 
are relatively 
easy to 
repair for a 
low cost. 
While you 
have the 
window 
apart to 
repair the 
sash ropes, 
you might 
consider 
new putty at 
the same 
time. 
ALWAYS 
replace both 
ropes even if 
only one is 
broken.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Homeowners and design professionals seeking to upgrade the performance 

and efficiency of existing windows are faced with many choices—from simple, 

low cost, do-it-yourself solutions such as window films and weather stripping to 

replacing older windows with new ones that require investments costing tens 

of thousands of dollars. Often these decisions are made without a clear under-

standing of the range of options available, an evaluation of the ability of these 

options to provide energy and cost savings, or proper consideration for the 

historic character of the existing windows. 

This study builds on previous research and examines multiple window improve-

ment options, comparing the relative energy, carbon, and cost savings of vari-

ous choices across multiple climate regions. Results of this analysis demonstrate 

that a number of existing window retrofit strategies come very close to the 

energy performance of high-performance replacement windows at a fraction of 

the cost.

Note: Percentage savings are not intended to predict actual savings. Instead, the results are meant to be 

used to evaluate the relative performance of measures where other more cost-effective energy saving 

strategies have been implemented first.

Portland Boston Chicago Atlanta Phoenix

Weather strip

Interior surface film + weather stripping

Insulating cellular shades

Exterior storm window

Interior window panel

Insulating cellular shades + exterior storm window

New high performance replacement window

Range of energy savings (low to high values)

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Annual Percent Energy Savings For Various Window Upgrade Options
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KEY FINDINGS

RETROFIT MEASURES CAN ACHIEVE PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

COMPARABLE TO NEW REPLACEMENT WINDOWS.

There are readily-available retrofit measures that can achieve energy savings 

within the range of savings expected from new, high performance replacement 

windows. This challenges the common assumption that replacement windows 

alone provide the greatest benefit to homeowners. 

The figure on the previous page shows that for all cities, at least one and often 

two of the selected measures can achieve energy savings within the range of 

savings expected from new, high performance replacement windows. Specifi-

cally, interior window panels, exterior storm windows combined with cellular 

blinds, and in some cases even exterior storm windows alone fall within the 

range of performance for replacement windows.

ALMOST EVERY RETROFIT OPTION OFFERS A BETTER RETURN  

ON INVESTMENT THAN REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

Energy savings alone should not influence decisions to upgrade windows 

without consideration of initial investment. For all climates, the cost analysis 

shows that new, high performance windows are by far the most costly measure, 

averaging approximately $30,000 for materials, installation, and general 

construction commonly required for an existing home. In cold climates, all other 

retrofit measures, with the exception of weather stripping and heat reducing 

surface films, offer a higher average return on investment when compared to 

new, efficient replacement windows. In hot climates, all of the study retrofit 

measures offer a better average return on investment than new windows, with 

the exception of weather stripping.
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Due to high utility costs and high heating and cooling loads, window upgrade options in Boston generally produced the highest return on 

investment of any of the regions studied. Simple financial analysis such as Return on Investment (ROI) provides a decision making frame-

work to allow informed choices between options for a given location.
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STUDY OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

In recent years, awareness around energy use and its financial and environ-

mental impacts have placed buildings in the spotlight. Residential buildings 

alone are responsible for approximately 20 percent of total U.S. energy use and 

carbon dioxide emissions. The vast majority of these buildings are single-family 

homes where heating and cooling represent the largest use of energy. Windows 

are one important aspect of how heat loss (and gain) affects a home’s opera-

tional efficiency and cumulatively represent over $17 billion in annual U.S. house-

hold expenditures on heating and cooling. 

In this study, computer simulation is used to model energy use in a typical, 

prototype home both before and after window improvements. Several com-

mercially available window improvement options were analyzed ranging from 

simple, low cost applications to more expensive options representing the high-

est energy performance on the market. 

The study analyzed energy, cost, and carbon savings for seven selected mea-

sures: weather stripping existing windows; interior window panels; exterior 

storm windows; insulating cellular shades; a combination of exterior storm win-

dows and insulating cellular shades; interior-applied surface films; and new, high 

performance replacement windows. 

Variations in climate and regional energy grids were addressed by evaluating 

the home’s performance in five U.S. cities—Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, Phoenix, 

and Portland. A thorough cost analysis allowed for the comparison of average 

return on investment for each window option in each of the cities.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Findings from this study demonstrate that upgrading windows (specifically 

older, single-pane models) with high performance enhancements can result in 

substantial energy savings across a variety of climate zones. Selecting options 

that retain and retrofit existing windows are the most cost effective way to 

achieve these energy savings and to lower a home’s carbon footprint. Due to 

the cost and complexity of upgrading windows, however, these options are not 

likely to be the first intervention that homeowners undertake. For many older 

homes, non-window-related interventions—including air sealing, adding insula-

tion, and upgrading heating and cooling systems—offer easier and lower cost 

solutions to reducing energy bills. 
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In addition to providing insights into the energy performance and investment 

costs of window options, the study’s findings reinforce several additional ben-

efits in choosing to retrofit existing windows rather than replace them. Ret-

rofits extend the life of existing windows, avoid production of new materials, 

and reduce waste. Additionally, wood windows are often a character defining 

feature of older homes, and conserving them helps to preserve the historic 

integrity of a home. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 

of Historic Properties and The Secretary of the Interior’s Illustrated Guidelines 

on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings offer guidance on how best 

to approach the preservation of windows in historically designated homes, or 

homes that may be eligible for listing.

Selecting the most appropriate measure for upgrading windows requires a 

detailed understanding of climate and energy costs in addition to window per-

formance and installation costs. This study provides a valuable analysis of these 

variables that can be used to help inform the decision to improve the energy 

performance of and reduce the carbon dioxide emissions from older and his-

toric single-family homes.


